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elcome to our first kick
at creating the Projector.
We're excited about giving students a voice. We hope to
provide the best coverage on
what's happening in the RRC
community. And more. Lots
more.
The new staff is:
News Editor. Alana Pona, 20, is
a first-year creative communications student originally from
Morden, Manitoba. Lanny is
planning on majoring in print
journalism next year. Watch out
for Lanny in the next couple of
years; she's going to be a star
investigative reporter on CNN. No
jokes.
Entertainment Editor. Ryan

Hladun, 19, is also a first-year creative communications student
planning to major in print journalism. Ryan is a dedicated
writer, who hopes to eventually
own an entertainment enterprise.
Layout/Photo Editor. Trevor
Kuna, 25, is a web designer planning to major in advertising next
year. He's taking creative communications at the downtown campus. Kuna loves to laugh and cook
Italian food.
Layout/Photo Editor. Lindsay
Winter, 25, is a photography
enthusiast with a sharp eye for
detail. She and Trevor created an
award-winning advertising campaign that was featured around
campus for the Independent
Professional Projects
Presentations for the second year

creative communications students.
Editor in Chief. That's me,
Shannon Martin, 19. Like the rest
of the staff, I'm a first-year creative communications student at
the Princess Street campus. I'm
going to major in print journalism
next year, and after that who
knows? I hope to head east and
pursue a MA in journalism.
So that's us.
There's something different
about this issue. You may not
notice anything at a quick glance.
But it's in the details. Small
changes are everywhere, but don't
expect anything major until next
fall.
Stay tuned.

A message brought to you by the college council
BY SUZANNE WHITEHORSE

n

ether you are a student
or Red River College
staff, the college council
is working for you.
The college council is composed of seven students, nine
instructional staff and 11 noninstructional staff members.
The mandate of the college
council is to promote the
exchange of information between
the college staff and students to
consider ways of improving the
delivery of programs and services
by the college to the public. It
also considers the college policies

as they affect staff and students
and considers methods to
improve the operation of the college.
This year, the executive committee is formed by the chairperson; Judy McMullen, the vicechair; Suzanne Whitehouse, the
secretary; Lauren Waples and the
membership chairperson; Mark
Walc. The vice-chair of this committee sends out emails to keep
the college up to date with the
news of the committee.
The college council meets once
a month to discuss a variety of
topics ranging from providing
input on the selection criteria of

the new Red River College president, to mid-term and term feed
back on instructors and courses.
The main focus of the council
this year will be enhancing communication at Red River College.
The council has brain-stormed
ideas and discussed ways of keeping everyone informed on current
activities and news at the college.
The council came up with some
recommendations that are waiting to be approved.
These recommendations will
be presented at the President
Council this month and future
recommendations and a course
of action will be taken.

Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3B 1K9
' For advertising information, contact
Guy Lussier at:
204.632.2070

next projector meeting

april 13 - 4:00 p.m.
room w102 - princess street campus

30% - 50% OFF
SELECTED ITEMS
NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
Take Pride in Reading and the Pride Mentor Program
Need:
• Volunteer Readers for K-3 (Jan-Mar 04)
• Volunteer Mascots (Jan-Mar 04)
• Volunteer Mentors for Grades 4 & 5 (April-May 04)
If you are interested you must present a current Criminal
Record and Child Abuse Registry Check
For More Information, Call Tracy at #956-7590 Ext 13

.v.* Off Ticketed Price
r
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* Final Sale
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* Plus Taxes
1

i
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J
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Opening speeches at Princess Street campus 'a waste': Mertins
them," said second-year computer programming student
andidates in the Red River Adrian Peak, pointing to the
College Students' seven candidates delivering their
Association elections gave speeches. She left the event half
their opening speeches to a vir- way through to smoke a cigatually empty food court at the rette.
Princess Street campus earlier
The candidates didn't appear
this month, causing organizers
discouraged
by the small crowd
to question what went wrong.
of
students.
Despite
the turnout,
On April 1, election speeches
the
candidates
read
their
drew approximately 30 students
speeches
as
if
they
were
to the food court at the downtown campus, but as the speech- addressing a large group.
Chairman of the elections
es continued, only nine students
committee,
Jon Mertins,
remained.
said
if
anything,
giving an
"It must be weird to be up
elections
speech-even
if it's
there because no one's looking at
to an empty
room-is a positive experience.
"It was like a
quick practice.
They did the
best
they
could," said
Mertins, the
current vicepresident of
student affairs
for the SA, who
was at the
downtown campus
watching the
speeches.
"I imagine they
were frustrated. I
felt bad, personally,
because I felt they
were
wasting their
PHOTO I TREVOR KUNA
Ahmed addresses Princess students.
time coming down
BY SHANNON MARTIN

C

there. I imagine it didn't feel too
great."
According to Mertins, the elections committee is partially to
blame for the small turnout.
There wasn't enough promotion
for the event, only a quarter-page
announcement in the March 29
issue of the Projector, said
Mertins from his office during a

targeting any students more than
others," said
Turner, a business
administration student at the Notre
Dame campus.
But there may be
more to blame
than just a lack of
promotion
for the event,
CC
says some
students.
No one had a
Usman
Ahmed, also
platform. They
running for
vice-prespoke about issue S. the
ident finance
position,
But can they
believes
Notre Dame
PHOTO I TREVOR KUNA
actually change
students feel Turner talks about RRC's future.
they are fairly
anything?
represented,
the two campuses together.
Realistically?
although, he isn't sure
"Most candidates are from the
whether Princess Street other campus. They came today,
students feel the same.
but they should've been here a
"I get the feeling Princess week in advance," says Barber,
- PAUL BARBER, BUSINESS
Street students don't feel who studied politics at the
ADMINISTRATION STUDENT
they're represented," said University of Manitoba.
Ahmed. "But hopefully, we
"No one had a platform. They
later interview.
can make a change with that."
spoke about issues. But can they
Current SA vice-president
Paul Barber, a 24-year-old actually change anything?
finance and supporting services business administration student, Realistically?"
Becky Turner agrees. She said she was one in a handful of students
Students weren't the only ones
plans to continue her campaign who watched the event from who didn't attend the Princess
but she isn't going to target start to finish. He says after Street opening speeches. VicePrincess Street more aggressively watching the speeches, he didn't president student affairs candithan the Notre Dame campus.
think candidates were making date, Tyler Smith, was a no-show
"Students are equal. I'm not strong enough attempts to bring at the downtown campus event.

Speak Out!
The Projector asks students: "Are SA elections
important to you? Why or why not?"
Myra Esguerra, 22
First-year, computer

Wade Klippenstein, 19

accounting technician,

First-year, culinary arts, Notre Dame

Princess Street
"I don't really know who's running in it. I don't
know who they are. I've seen their pictures
around, but I don't know what they do."

Thomas Dyck, 22

Third-year, business administration, Notre
Dame
"No. I've never had any interest in politics. I
have no idea what's going on. I'm leaving
this year, anyway."

Gregg Seniuk, 18

First-year, business administration, Notre
Dame
"Yes. The SA does a lot for the school. It's
good to get background on who's involved.
They give us a voice."

"I don't really care too much. I'm part of the 88% of
students who don't care."

Leona Lehmann, 19

First-year, nursing, Notre Dame
"I think it's important because those people (candidates) are going to be the ones to help students,
those are the people you will have to go to."

Shannon Westcott, 23

First-year, commerce industry sales and marketing,
Princess Street
"Definitely. Who's ever elected will hopefully combine the two colleges, so Princess won't feel left out."
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RED RIVER COLLEGE

MA K.5 T yOlARS

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
Notice of Class
Rep Meeting

Employment Opportunity

VP Princess Street
2004-05

The next Class Rep Meeting will be
May 11th, at 12:00 pm in the White
Lecture Theatre.

The RRC Students' Association is accepting applications for the position of Vice President
Princess Street. This full member of the RRC Students' Association executive will be responsible for not only servicing the needs of the students at the college's Princess Street
campus, but be an equal participant in SA decisions that affect all Red River College students.
Applicants must be Red River College students, familiar with college facilities and have experience dealing with the public. The successful candidates
will be required to work a minimum of 20 hours per week.

Wage:

$13,135

Closing Date: April 16, 2004

Apply in writing to: RRC Students'Association
Rm P110, Princess Street Campus or
Rm Dm20, Notre Dame Campus

RED RIVER COLLEGE

Students' Association Election Schedule.
Campaign Open
Opening Speeches @
Notre Dame/Voyageur
12:00
Opening Speeches @
Princess/Cafeteria
12:00
Debate 1/ Tower
Lounge 12:00
Advance Polling

Monday, March 29 th
thMonday,rch29

Thursday, April 1St

Monday, April 5th
thWednsay,April7

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

Make y8'1111/1,11

Name IN awl 01110.11
$200 forme Postgame
As determined by our SA Selection Committee

Debate 2/ Voyageur
12:00
Closing Speeches @
Notre Dame/Cave
12:00
Campaign Close
Vote

thThursday,Apil8
th Tuesday,April3

Tuesday, April 13 th
Wednesday & Thursday,
April 14th &l5 th

Red River's Power Station

The soon to be opened fitness facility, situated at the Princess Street campus of
Red River College needs a name. Students made it happen, so its only fair you
should name it.
Naming Guidelines
Submissions should take into account all or some of the following aspects:
•
The facility is a space for exercise and fitness
•
Students made it possible
•
Location and environment

All submissions must be made in writing to the SA offices (DM20, Notre Dame Campus or
P110 at the Princess Street Campus). Deadline 4:00 pm, April 19, 2004. Please, RRC
students only. All submissions must include appropriate contact information.

Become a DJ for the new term, hurry to
the Red Door at the back of the Cave.
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Elevator mishap leads to inquiry
BY JEAN-MARC PREVOST

andra Leonard isn't talking
about what happened to
her on Tuesday, March 30,
but since that day she has been
wearing a cast to school on her
right arm.
"Something happened with
the elevator, but my lawyer says
that I can't really comment on
it," says Leonard.
Leonard was injured when an
elevator door closed on her arm.
For now, little has been said
about the extent of the injury or
how exactly it occurred.
The college will not comment
when there is a situation involving a student complaint under
investigation, according to vicepresident of the Princess Street
campus, Sarah Hodges.
Director of Campus Services
at the Princess Street campus,
Ron Barnes says, "I am not saying that she did anything wrong."

S

"But I think she probably stuck
her arm in the door just before it
closed; and the infrared sensor
didn't detect it."

44
Once my
lawyer reaches
a settlement I
am going to
sing like a bird

- SANDRA LEONARD

The Department of Labour,
the Workplace Health and Safety
Board, and Oatis Elevator, the
company that installed the ele-

vator, have all inspected the elevator confirming that it is functioning normally.
The Workman Health and
Safety Board were conducting an
interview with Leonard at press
time The results of that interview
should explain how a safe, functional elevator can break someone's arm.
Barnes says that he is treating
the incident as a freak accident,
much like he would treat an accident of someone falling down
the stairs.
"We basically have no policy to
deal with this kind of thing," says
Barnes. "It's simply up to the
individual to see what kind of
action they will take."
Leonard is disappointed.
"I am so mad at the college
and the elevator company right
now," says Leonard. "Once my
lawyer reaches a settlement I am
going to sing like a bird."

CAUTION . :CAuTioN
....001NOT ENTER

PHOTO I JEAN-MARC PREVOST

The elevator was temporarily closed off for inspection.

Battle for safer bars continues
BY CRAIG LOEWEN

C

MOR station manager Jeff
Boivin will continue to
push the issue of safer bars
in Winnipeg, even if a petition,
intending to change the way
Canad Inns handles its security
practices, goes unnoticed.
The Safer Bars petition, created by a group of Red River students, is attempting to change
the way security is hired, and
trained at night clubs around the
province. ,
"If they (Canad Inns) can't
address this issue and let the
public know what they're doing
to make it right, to make it better,
to make it safer...we intend on
pushing with more boycotts,"
.
said.Boivin.
The altercations outside the
two Canad Inns bars between
security and patrons led to the
death of two men - James
Hanson, 28, outside of the Beach
night club and Denis Vandal, 49,
at Silverados night club.
The petition calls on the
provincial government to adopt
the Safer Bars program already
used in Ontario. The objective of
the Safer Bars program, accord-

ing to their website, is "to help
prevent violence from occurring
in licensed establishments by
providing staff with communication, observation and other nonphysical techniques."
Karla Smith and Andrea
Hodgson, both students in the
computer accounting technician
course at the Princess Street
campus, supported the boycott,
but doubt the effectiveness it
had.
"I honestly don't think it will
have much affect," said
Hodgson.
Hodgson said they had plans
to attend a Canad Inns bar but
chose not to after hearing about
the boycott.
Smith had similar feelings
about the boycott, "One weekend is not going to do anything,
and as far as it looks, the owners,
and the people who work there
don't give a damn anyway so
why will they care now," she said.
"I heard after the first or second deaths the bars didn't even
comment. They didn't care."
According to Boivin, Canad
Inns is dealing with the situation
similarly to how they have built
their businesses in Winnipeg.

PHOTO I CRAIG LOEWEN

RRC student looks over the safer bars petition.

"The same mentality, we're the
biggest, we're the best, and most
powerful you can't touch us," he
said.
The petition to implement the
Safer Bars program has over

four students arguing about the
petition and boycott.
John Rempel, one student
involved, disagrees with the boycott and petition because he
feels it unfairly targets all securi-

If they (Canad Inns) can't
address this issue and let the
public know what they're
doing to make it right, to
make it better, to make it
safer...we intend on pushing
with more boycotts.
11
- JEFF BOIVIN
CMOR STATION MANAGER

1,500 signatures, according to
Boivin, despite the trouble he
has had with petitions being
ripped down around the campus.
The petition has officially
been supported by the Deputy
Mayor of Winnipeg Dan Vandal,
as well as the University of
Winnipeg Students'
Association.
"Participation came about so
quickly at RRC, backing and
support has been phenomenal," said Boivin.
Boivin and the group backing
the petition hope to see
announcements in the coming
weeks from Canad Inns regarding their security hiring and
training practices.
A disagreement amongst students at the DJ booth interupts
during the interview between

ty staff.
"People are saying all you need
to be a bouncer is be big and
dumb, its even better (if the
bouncer is), and that's b*******,"

A 00

said Rempel.
"They can't be completely
blaming just like normal people,
like all bouncers, not all bouncers are like that, and it's a blanket
statement that people are giving," said Rempel, a student in
the computer engineering technology program.
Rempel, who plays football,
said over half his team is
employed as security at the
Canad Inns bars and some of the
smartest people Rempel knows
are employed as security.
"If you're not a jackass to
them they won't try to hurt you
or beat you up," he said. "I've
never seen a bouncer actually
just hit somebody without them
hitting the bouncer first, or being
a jackass," Rempel said.
"People are just blowing the
situation way out of proportion
because it could have been an
accident, but nobody knows,
yeah he (Denis Vandal) had his
skull fractured and a broken leg,
but I've sustained injuries almost
as bad falling out of a damn
tree."

Custom Gear For A Custom Lifestyle
Store Hours

0

Mon. to Friday

O

11:00am to 7:00pm
Saturday's
11:00am-6:00 pm
Sunday's Closed

with this ad

Expiry Date:
June 30/04

Excluding hemp clothing
Cannot be combined with any other offer

1-204-654-3933
496 Larsen Ave at Watt Street
Pipes, Tobacco Accessories, Hemp Accessories, Body Jewelry, Fireworks,
Magazines, Books and other Gift Wear.
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Students make career connections
Career Fair surpasses attendance expectations
BY ALANA PONA

or Red River College
instructor Judy Grant, job
skills are an asset for students preparing to enter the
workforce.
Teaching her students the
importance of resume writing,
creating business cards and networking, Grant incorporates
these important job skills into
her classroom at the Princess
Street campus. She hopes to help
her students begin their job skills
training
Each year, Grant and 100 of her
students attend the Career Fair
that is held by the Students'
Association. The Career Fair
gives students a chance to meet
with businesses in Manitoba to
discuss potential employment
opportunities.
In the past they had to do an
assignment for me, but not this
year. It was not the best idea, it
took up too much time," said
Grant. "Now that they are more
comfortable with networking
and know more information
than they did before, they can
come here instead, and drop off
resumes and have interviews
lined up before they graduate."
On March 25, approximately
68 businesses and organizations
took part in the Career Fair,
which was held in the north gym
at the Notre Dame campus.

F

The purpose of the event is for
students to come out of the college with a job already lined up,
said Guy Lussier, coordinator of
the event.
"My goal is to get jobs for the
students and create that connection between employer and
employee," said Lussier, also the
SA advertising manager. "It is a
commitment for us to communicate with the college students
and if we get them a job, all the
better for us."
In preparation for the event,
both campuses offered free
workshops in resume writing,
interviewing, and networking
during the month of March.
Norman Mangin, 29, a student
in Grant's class who will graduate from the computer accounting technician program this
spring, felt comfortable mingling
with potential employers at the
Career Fair because of her
instruction.
"Before she taught us, I'd have
no clue how to handle this," said
Mangin, who wore a business
suit to the event and handed out
resumes to employers.
"This Career Fair is helpful in
building confidence. We get the
chance to see what's out there. I
was nervous coming in, but I
think it will help with my interviews."
Cassandra Lozie, 19, a computer accouting technician stu-

dent, found the hands-on teaching at Red River helpful when
discussing career opportunities
with potential employers.
"I'd be stumbling on my words
and I wouldn't be comfortable
handling future employers (without her experience at the college)," said Lozie. "At Red River,
teachers help you out as a student and take an interest in you."
The college approached the SA
roughly three years ago about
taking over the Career Fair, which
was originally held in conjunction with the college's open
house.
"The way we looked at it, with
the Students' Assocation point of
view, our commitment is for the
students now, but why not look
at their needs for the future?"
said Lussier.
The preparation begins in
mid-January when the college's
board of governors suggests a list
of potential businesses to invite
to the event. From there, the list
is narrowed down by the SA.
"We still have the luxury of
fine-tuning because right now
we have the first-come first-serve
basis," said Lussier.
The Regional Health Authority
- Central Manitoba Inc., located
south of Portage La Prairie, was
one rural employer at the event
to recruit students willing to relocate outside of Winnipeg for a
career in health care.

PHOTO I RYAN HLADUN

Students check out the Career Fair at Notre Dame.

Edward Zhendong Liu, CEO
"We are here to make people
aware of our region," said Linda and vice-president of AIMFIRST
Buhr, a human resources officer. Investment Management
"We do have good career oppor- International Inc. attended the
tunities and vacancies in certain Career Fair to network with local
businesses.
areas of health care."
"I just set up my own company
The RHA has taken part in the
Career Fair in the recent years, here. I need some local work
and had a steady flow of students opportunities," said Liu, a landvisiting their booth throughout ed immigrant from China. "I
want to meet local companies to
the day.
They specifically target Red set up relations between them
River students because of the and my company."
Last year, the event had
small class sizes and the vocational training courses offered at approximately 1,800 students
walk through its doors. The SA
the college.
"Red River College has a lot of anticipated 2,000 students, but
vocational training courses. 2,100 were in attendance at the
There is a huge variety of people event
"The ideal situation is to have
we can interest," said Buhr.
"There is a broad spectrum of something for everyone," said
Lussier.
people."

Instructor nominated

RED RIVER
MERCANTILE

for literary award

est. 2003

Purveyors of General
Merchandise & Supplies
BY ALANA PONA
ANOTI1ER RRCSA 'vENTLUE

It's that time
Of year ! !
Josten's
Ring Days
On Campus
Princess &
Notre Dame

Apr.14th
Princess St Atrium
Apr.2ist
Library Hallway—ND
Apr.28th
Library Hallway—ND

May 5th
Princess St Atrium
May 12th
Libra7 Hallway—ND
All Times are 11:3Oam-12:30 pm

ed River Colleg instructor Armin Wiebe, has
been nominated for
McNally Robinson's Book of
the Year Award.
The Manitoba Writing and
Publishing Awards are recognized as Winnipeg's literary
equivalent to Hollywood's
Academy Awards. The nomination is a notable achievement for the creative communications instructor.
"It's always exciting to be
short listed for an award," says
Wiebe. "It suggests that someone thinks my book is worthwhile."
Wiebe's book Tatsea was
published in May 2003 and
originated from his experiences living in the North West
Territories.
"I was living in a Dogrib
community," says Wiebe.
"People told me stories of their
history and that is where the
idea for Tatsea came from."

R

The original story was about
a woman who had been kidnapped by the Cree people and
taken on a long journey to the
Hudson's Bay. She escapes
and meets white traders, eventually making her way back to
her own people and introduces the concept of the gun.
Short listing an author's
work is a lengthy process.
Publishers submit novels for
each category. The books will
then be read by three jurors in
a deliberation process and
after close consideration, a
short list of the nominees will
be negotiated.
Wiebe has been nominated
three times for the Manitoba
Writing and Publishing
Awards, two of those times for
the McNally Robinson Book of
the Year Award.
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Not your average reporter
Gordon Sinclair Jr. talks life, work, and baseball
BY RICK SCHERGER

ou have to have a passion
for people, for justice, for
truth and for helping people who have no power," says
Gordon Sinclair Jr., the long-time
Winnipeg Free Press columnist,
known for his reporting in the
controversial J.J. Harper shooting.
He raises a glass of cranberry
juice, sets it on the table and
looks concerned. Tate, his oneyear-old golden retriever, pokes
his head out from under the polished dining room table in an
attempt to find someone to play
with. When realizing his master
is busy, he trots off to find another adventure.
"That's what the media is all
about, or should be. We should
be helping the underdog, shining
a light on the truth," Sinclair Jr.
says with a sigh.
He speaks with quiet enthusiasm. He runs his fingers through
his hair and then rubs his beard.
Sinclair Jr., has spent over 30
years living and working by that
creed. Whether urging the public
to help one of his daughter's coworkers or getting involved in a
misguided police investigation,
Sinclair Jr. has made it his job to

y

tell the stories that need to be
told. He is gentle, fatherly and
well spoken and he loves to tell a
story.
One of his most remarkable
pieces of work, Cowboys and
Indians, took him over ten years
to produce.
"The story of J•J. Harper just
kept happening," he says. "I was
writing for the Relax section at
the Winnipeg Free Press when the
shooting happened. Everybody
was preoccupied by the fall of
Pauley's NDP government.
When I heard there was a pair of
glasses found at the scene by a
reporter, I asked myself, 'What
else did the police miss?'"
Through his investigation,
Sinclair Jr. came upon more than
a few dead ends.
"I became the bad guy,"
Sinclair Jr. says. "I guess I was
naive in a sense. I thought I was
doing the right thing. It was a
routine investigation and the
police felt that I was showing
them up. I kept asking myself,
'Why is no one else doing anything about this story?'"
"When Insp. Ken Dowson shot
himself, I started thinking about
doing a book. There was more to
this story. The people involved

0
0

story.
"It was the perfect way to keep
the book together. There were
things that I saw and said that
were important to the story. I
also was able to tell what happened to me in '92. It was written like a soap opera - back and
forth between scenes and characters. I used a chronological
timeline but it wasn't a straight
jacket to me."
Sinclair Jr., the son of a former
journalist, says that he taught
himself how to write. He began
his career at 16, writing sports
stories for the Winnipeg Tribune.
"In the old days, you got your
start as a copy boy. You were
instructed by the guys at the
desk. You learned by watching. I
didn't even go to high school
much. I was a jock, was more
interested in sports.
"Ironically, my dad never
taught me anything directly. But
years later I realized that he was
guiding me into the business. He
was sharing it through living it."
Sinclair Jr.'s daughter Erin
grew up watching her dad take
care of the people of Winnipeg.
"He is sensitive, but opinionated at the same time,"
she says. "He has a gift for

New Hom
M TOR
Randall Homes is looking for an
exceptional individual who is a
self starter, willing to learn,
works well in a team
environment.
This position reports directly to
the Production Manager and is
part of the management program.
• Graduate of recognized
technologies program
• Residential estimating
experience
• Construction field
experience an asset
• Computer estimating
experience an asset
(Timberline)
• Detailed oriented/organized
• Knowledge of new home
construction
If you aspire to a higher level of
professionalism, and value a fast
paced environment we have a
home for you.
Please mail or fax your resume
and covering letter to:
Randall Homes
Vince Cherapak
Production Manager
615 St. Mary's Road
Winnipeg, MB. R2M 3L8
(No telephone inquiries please)
We thank all applicants, however
only qualified applicants
will be contacted.

pulling information out of people. He is helpful to the community as a whole. How many other
cities will you, see a reporter asking for help for a 17-year-old
dishwasher who has a cat that
needs an operation? Sometimes
people in the community need
him."
Murray Burt agrees.
"He has always done well as a
champion of the underdog - both
for philosophical reasons and
through good journalistic work.
He has always had an enthusiasm for the story of the moment.
"He was always wonderful to
work with. He took criticism well
but always defended his point of
view well."
Although Sinclair Jr. has spent
the better part of his adult life
writing, it isn't the only occupation that he considered while
growing up.
"When I was 18 and before I
played in the St. Louis Cardinals
system, I thought about becoming a minister," he says, and then
smiles. "Ironically, my work is
very similar. It turns out that I
reach more parishioners."

Guaranteed chance to become
one of the newest and largest
wave of millionaires in
history within 6 months to
5 years. $20 US to join.

TEACH ENGLISH Overseas
Jobs $$
Guaranteed-Great Pay!!
TESOL Certified 5 days in-class
(monthly classes),
on-line or by correspondence.
FREE Information Seminar,
every Tues. @ 7pm.
Suite 2A-249 Notre Dame Ave.
(@ Ellice)
FREE Infopack:

204-989-2333

or globaltesol.com

Help Wanted

(/)
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have never told the whole story"
Murray Burt, former managing
editor of the Winnipeg Free Press
says, "Writing the book was a difficult assignment, especially with
the volume of material and content that he had to deal with. It
was also a new medium for him
as well and it is a credit to him for
how well it turned out."
Sinclair Jr. began the process
of writing the book as if it were a
series of columns.
"I wrote the lead - I used the
cop's suicide as a teaser. I struggled for a way to tell the story.
How do you get people to keep
turning the pages? If I kept the
chapters short, I could present it
the way I wrote all the time," he
says.
Sinclair Jr. also faced some
hard times while pursuing the
investigation.
"I though what I was doing was
the right thing. I thought the
paper would back me. They didn't. I lost my column in 1992 and
didn't get it back for a year."
After balking at the idea of
adding himself to the book as a
third-person character, Sinclair
Jr. eventually agreed that this
would offer him an opportunity
to have another avenue to tell the

1-888-270-2941

VECTOR
Marketing Canada ie

ons in Customer Sales & Service
For more than 20 years, VECTOR Marketing has been providing students
with outstanding opportunities to advance their skills in marketing,
communication, and sales management. We are a vibrant organization
that offers preparation today for the careers of tomorrow. If you're a
positive and energetic team player, apply now!

38 Locations Across Canada as of Ma

Sensational Summer 0

For more information and
to apply online, visit our
website at:

ortunities!

Set a schedule that fits in with your summer
plans!
Great starting pay offered.
Conditions Apply.
Enjoy an enthusiastic and supportive
environment where training and
development programs are available.
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Canadians crazy for Tim Hortons
BY LINDSAY WINTER

t's 7:44 a.m. I am stuck in traffic and not even on the road
yet.
This is the pre-rush-hour rush,
where I sit in my car at the Tim
Hortons drive-thru impatiently
waiting for my morning caffeinefix. By the number of cars growing behind me, I know I am not
alone in my Tim Hortons obsession.
By 7:51 a.m. I take the first sip
of my large double-double and
realize why I am among the millions of Canadians always making time for Tim Hortons. With a
second sip, I understand why
Tim Hortons, which began as a
simple donut shop in Hamilton,
Ontario, has transformed into an
undeniable element of Canadian
culture.
Before namesake and founder
Tim Horton became synonymous with coffee in 1964, he was
recognized as part of Canada's
other favorite past-time - hockey.
When the Toronto Maple Leafs

defenceman died in a car accident in 1974, co-founder Ron
Joyce took control, transforming
Tim Hortons into Canada's most
successful fast-food chain.
The company broke personal
records in 2003 by raking in over
$1.62 million per outlet and
growing to over 2,200 locations
across Canada, which, according
to the Canadian Franchise
Association, is more outlets than
McDonalds, Second Cup, and
Robin's Donuts combined.
"Tim Hortons is one of
Canada's top 75 companies of all
time for a very simple reason and it's not because it arguably
makes the best darn coffee in the
country," notes the 75th anniversary edition of Canadian

noon, over a few large doubledoubles.
"I come here all the time - at
least six-days a week," says Allan
Garvey, a 53-year-old self-admitted Tim Hortons addict. "For me,
it's part of a daily routine."
Kerri Bergthorson, 34, has

GG
Timmy is like a good
boyfriend... always
satisfying, never
disappointing, and always
available.
,

Business Magazine. "Tim

Hortons qualifies because Tim's
is to Canada what apple pie is to
the U.S. And when Tim Hortons
opens next to a Starbucks and
steals customers, we can't help
but smile."
I had the chance to chat with
two smiling regulars one after-

PHOTO I LINDSAY WINTER

- JANELLE DAHL

been a loyal Tim Hortons regular
since the franchise exploded into
Winnipeg four years ago.
"I used to be a Robin's drinker,
but I can't remember the last
time I was there," says
Bergthorson. "I come to [Tim
Hortons] everyday".
The two co-workers couldn't
decide who was a more dedicated Tim Hortons regular but
Bergthorson definitely wins the
award for "most impatient drivethru customer."
"Sometimes if there is a huge
line, I will drive to another location," admits Bergthorson.
Between 6 a.m and 9 a.m the
Henderson Hwy location serves
roughly 1,200 drive-thru customers and brews 384, 64 oz.,

The pre-rush hour rush, where 100s wait for their Tim's fix.

UIIGENTMESSAGEII
From the Student Benefits Plan
Health and Dental Rep

REMINDER NOTICE:

Students have 30 calendar days from the start date of program to waive the health
and/or dental plan. Please contact the Student Benefits Plan Office RM FM 66
Notre Dame Campus or the Princess Campus Students' Association Office
P-110 for the Opt Out Waiver form/download at www.oallivan.ca/studentnetworks

Documentation of existing coverage must be presented to waive the health and/or
dental plan.
Students have 30 calendar days from the start date of program to ADD spouse and
dependants to their health and/or dental plan. Please contact either office for the
Family Add On forms/prices or download the form at
www.qallivan.catstudentnetworks

SA CARE CARDS!!!!! (To use for eligible prescription drugs & dental office)
The SA Care Cards are available for students to obtain at the Student Benefits Plan
Office RM FM 66 Notre Dame Campus or the Princess Campus Students'
Association Office P-110. To obtain the SA Care Card, students are required to

complete the Manitoba Pharmacare applications or provide their MB. Pharmacare
Confirmation letter. Students need their Manitoba Health card and Social Insurance
number to complete the application. Students who have not submitted the Manitoba
Pharmacare application and were issued a Prescription Drug Benefits card from
previous years are required to complete the application. Please be advised that
students who fail to submit the Manitoba Pharmacare application will risk the
suspension of claim payments from Canada Life Assurance Co.
See what the SA Care Card can do for you!! Contact either office for Manitoba
Pharmacare applications, SA Care Cards and coverage information. Students can
download important information pertaining to the health and dental plan at
www.aallivan.calstudentnetworks
Notre Dame Campus Student Benefits Plan Office RM FM 66 632-2503
Princess Campus Students' Association Office P-110 949-8475
e-mail sahealth@rrc.mb.ca

pots of coffee. Considering the
number of locations nationwide,
this could mean Canadians purchase nearly two Olympic size
pools of Tim Hortons coffee each
morning, and could form a continuous car line-up spanning
from Newfoundland to

Vancouver and back east to
Thunder Bay.
Former Tim Hortons employee Sandy Postma clearly remembers the morning madness.
"People are lined-up outside
the door in the morning. The cars
sometimes back right onto the
street," recalls Postma, 21.
"Sometimes the same people
would come in three times a day.
People are obsessed."
This overwhelming obsession
has even sparked rumours that
Tim Hortons lures its customers
back by adding MSG, or even
cocaine to the coffee.
According to company representatives, these rumours are
unfounded.
"Tim Hortons coffee contains
no tobacco or MSG," says Mical
Levean, operation services representative for TDL Group
Corp., which manages all
Canadian Tim Hortons franchises. "Our coffee consists of
the highest quality premium
Arabica beans with absolutely
no additives."
Mike Spence, a 32-year-old
Applebee's kitchen manager
and Tim Hortons fan also dismisses the rumours.
"I know there isn't MSG
because I'm allergic to it and I
drink it all the time," says
Spence. "It's just good coffee".
As a 15 year service industry
veteran and BCIT Marketing
Management graduate,
Spence attributes the company's success to its quality service and products.
"[The coffee] is always hot,
always fresh, and the service is
always fast." says Spence.
"Tim Hortons has a 20 minute

or dump rule on coffee. I don't
think many places follow the
same standards."
Tim Hortons also uses unique
brewing methods. The water
must be preheated to 200 F/93 C
and unlike the slow drip-method
used by most households, the
water filters immediately
through the 100 per cent Arabica
grounds.
The company has been an
industry pioneer from the beginning. Besides inventing the
Dutchie, Apple Fritter and
Timbit, Horton and Joyce revolutionized sports marketing by
exploiting Horton's hockey fame
years before such endorsements
became standard. The original
store was painted blue and
white, the team colours, and
when new locations opened, the
Maple Leafs showed up to drink
coffee and sign autographs.
Ron Buist, former Tim Hortons
marketing director of 24 years,
realized the advertising potential
of the Tim Hortons craze, in
1995.
"Tim Hortons coffee, we discovered, was actually part of
[Canadian] life," recalls Buist in
his best-selling memoir Tales
from Under the Rim: The
Marketing of Tim Hortons.

"Going to one of our stores_for a
coffee break was part of a daily
ritual."
The strangest story involved a
man requesting, in his will, that
his funeral entourage stop by a
Tim Hortons drive-thru. By
incorporating these types of stories into commercials, Buist
immortalized Tim Hortons as a
Canadian icon.
The true life story commercials, says Buist, worked their
way into the nation's culture and
became the heart of Tim's marketing program.
Janelle Dahl, who spent 10
months backpacking in
Australia, and nearly a year longing for Tim Hortons coffee,
relates with the true story of a
home-sick Canadian, studying
abroad in Scotland, who turned
his dorm-room into a Tim
Hortons-like haven.
"I headed straight for Timmy's,
as soon as got home," says Dahl,
24. "I really missed the familiarity of a Tim Hortons double-double."
For Canadians, Tim Hortons is
a more than just a donut and coffee shop. It is part of the
Canadian lifestyle, a secondhome and a comfortable friend;
or for some, more than a friend.
"Timmy is like a good
boyfriend," laughs Dahl. "Always
satisfying, never disappointing,
and always available.
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Downtown campus- boom or bust?
Student investigates RRC's impact in the Exchange District
BY RICK LAVVLER

eading the daily newspapers lately, some reporters
would have you believe
that the arrival of students at the
new Princess Street campus to
downtown Winnipeg will bring a
much-needed boost to local
businesses. With all of those freewheeling, free-spending students around, area merchants'
bottom lines will be secure from
now on. Wait a second; let's have
a closer look at this.
The first time I was a college
student, back in 1976 (ouch!) I
was counting my pennies from
week to week. Dining usually
consisted of Kraft Dinner and
no-name wieners so that I would
be able to occasionally spend my
extra cash on really important
things, like beer and well, beer.
So, I took a look around to see
how things have changed since
then. I asked a few of the local
merchants how the presence of
the campus really has on their
business.
"We've been open for six
months now, we're slowly starting to get students here. We've
done some art shows for some of
the students and we are starting
to get some socials and a few student parties." Ray De Grave said,
manager of the Attic Restaurant.
De Grave understands that his
location beside the Princess

R

building is a definite advantage.
(I can almost hear real estate
agents screaming, 'See I told you,
location, location, location!') But

"We have noticed some new
business, a little bit, not as much
as I'd hoped for," says Fokke
Hoekstra, owner of the Glass

GG

We have noticed some
new business, a little
bit, not as much as I'd
hoped for

puter analyst programmer student Tom Piatkowski. "I'll go to
the Princess Grill when I can, or
I'll go over to Into the Music to
look around."
"Things were a lot cheaper for
us at Notre Dame." Tom
Maddaford said. "We could eat
right on campus pretty cheap."
He came down to the new
campus with Piatkowski as part
of the CAP course. "We're here to
learn, not to spend money so
much. Besides, things are really
expensive down here."
Perhaps, I thought, some students are just saving up their
shekels for the important things
in life and immediately proceeded to one of the Exchange's signature watering holes to confirm
my suspicions.
I spoke to the bartender on

duty about any change in business. She was very reluctant to
talk due to management policy
and did not want her name used,
which is a shame because she
seemed to have the greatest
insight into this whole story.
"It's not so much the students
being here and spending money
that makes it better for our business and the local area, because
they don't really spend all that
much, except for a few weeks in
the fall and for some parties," she
said. "It's the fact that they are
down here, walking around,
making the area a safer place to
be, adding credibility to the area.
That's the real benefit."
Rick Lawler is a first-year journalism student at the downtown
campus.

- FOKKE HOEKSTRA

he also knows it doesn't come
with any guarantees of a steady
cash flow.
"I was a student once myself, I
know what it's like to live on a
budget. You watch where you
spend your money." De Grave
said.
Other merchants in the casual
dining circuit around the campus seem to agree that students
aren't likely to drop cash every
day of the week.

Did you know there is a new
Christian Chaplain at the
Princess campus?
Mark Humphries is available
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 9am-4pm
to be a spiritual support for
students and staff. Room P2-13,
ph 949-8479 or web site
www.thedailychaplain.blogsot.com
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Onion Café.
"We get some kids in the summer. We often get more instructors from the college and staff
from the University of Winnipeg
than we get students from the
college." Hoekstra said. "Winter
is slow, a lot of students think
we're closed, which is too bad.
Maybe they don't like to get out
in the cold."
"I can't afford to eat out more
than once in a while," said corn-
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What do you 'ink'?

ATTENTION POWERBOAT OPERATORS!
In order to operate a pleasure boat under 4 metres in length
(including personal watercraft), a Pleasure Craft Operator
Card (PCOC) is required. This Canadian Coast Guard
federal requirement, phased in over a 10-year period, began
in 1997. A Lifesaving Society "BOAT Operator Competency"
study workshop and test have been scheduled for.

LAURA TEDESCO

Saturday April 17, 2004 (8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.)
RRC, Main Campus room E108
2055 Notre Dame Avenue, Winnipeg

This workshop is open to RRC staff, students, their families
and friends (age 8 to whatever) but space is limited, preregistration is required. If interested in attending the
workshop ($40 includes study workshop, test fee, PCOC) or
you are confident enough to challenge the test ($25 test fee
& PCOC), contact the Students' Association office DM20 for
registration forms or email dnielsen@rrc.mb.ca .
0#! * GAS PRICES

JIMMY SHAND
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It's playoff time!
BY RICK SCHERGER

s the long, cold Winnipeg
winter draws to a close
we can do one of two
things. We can look back on the
wacky National Hockey League
season and continue to debate
events like Bertuzzi-Moore, the
CBA or the collapse of the
Rangers, Capitals and Penguins.
I prefer to look ahead. Has
there ever been an NHL postseason that has begun with
such promise? Four of this year's
opening round match-ups
could easily be conference
championship material. Four of
these eight teams will be out in
the first round: PhiladelphiaNew Jersey; Boston-Montreal;
Toronto-Ottawa; and DallasColorado.
By the time this is in your
hands, some of these series may
be nearing completion. Three of
the Western Conference series
will play game four on Tuesday,
Apr. 13.
Will there be any upsets this
year?
It's hard to fathom, but at this
time last year Anaheim and
Minnesota were in the middle
of orchestrating huge upsets

A

sit back and enjoy
over two powerhouses - the
Detroit Red Wings and the
Colorado Avalanche. In fact,
those teams, seated sixth and
seventh in the west, would go
on to meet in on of the dullest
conference finals in history. The
Mighty Ducks of Anaheim
would eventually lose to the
New Jersey Devils in a fairly
exciting seven-game Stanley
Cup final. Looking at the matchups this post-season, it seems
unlikely that an upset of last
year's magnitude could happen. The only team that could
pull off an upset appears to be
the Nashville Predators, who are
experiencing playoff glory for
the first time in the team's history. The Preds will face the vaunted Detroit Red Wings, who will
be attempting to exorcise the
playoff demons from last year's
devastating defeat.
Canada will be well represented in this year's battle for
Lord Stanley's chalice. Five of
the six north-of-the-border
teams will participate. Only the
Edmonton Oilers failed to make
the cut. The only problem with

this scenario is that two series
will match two Canadian teams
against each other. Not all is
lost, though. Sacrificing two of
these teams to ensure that the
maple leaf is represented in the
second round is worth it.
The best match-ups appear to
be the Devils-Flyers, the SensLeafs, the Habs-Bruins (meeting in the playoffs for the 30th
time - Montreal leads the series
22-7) in the east, and the
Avalanche-Stars in the west.
Goaltending seems to be a
hot topic of discussion. A
plethora of teams enter the
post-season with questions at
hockey's most integral position.
When Patrick Roy retired after
last season's playoffs, Colorado
general manager Pierre Lacroix
handed the job to unproven
David Aebischer. The young
Swiss goalie has played well
during the season but has yet to
start a playoff game.
The Red Wings have two $8
million goalies on their roster,
but have had the most success
with their third-stringer Manny
Legace.

Other teams in Philly,
Ottawa, Tampa Bay and
Vancouver have all had
goaltending controversies
at some point during the
season. It will be interesting watching to see how
these events play out. No
Stanley Cup has ever
been won without
solid goaltending.
The only prediction I will
make is that a
least one of till
Canadian teams.
will still be aliv(
after the second
round of the
playoffs.
I have said
this previously: sit back and
enjoy this
year's run to
hockey's top
prize. It may be
the last NHL
hockey that
you witness
in a long
time.

Oldest trophy has rich history
BY RICK SCHERGER

s

ince 1893 the Stanley Cup has
been the greatest professional
sports trophy. It is the oldest trophy competed for by professional athletes in North America. The original
cup, which was purchased by Sir
Frederick Arthur Stanley (Lord Stanley
of Preston, the 16th Earl of Derby) for
10 guineas (less than $50), was first
awarded to the Montreal Amateur
Athletic Association.
Interestingly, Stanley left to go back
to England before he ever had a

chance to witness a game in which his
trophy was competed for.
The Montreal Canadiens have captured the Stanley Cup a record 23
times. The only two other teams with
more than five are the Toronto Maple
Leafs with 13, and the Detroit Red
Wings with 10.
The 1974 Philadelphia Flyers were
the first expansion team to win the
cup and they repeated as champs in
1975.
Between the years of 1968 and 1988
only five teams - Montreal, Boston,
Philadelphia, the Islanders and

Edmonton - won the cup.
Prior to the formation of the NHL,
the award was given to the best amateur club in Canada. The Cup was battled for in a challenge series, with
teams travelling great lengths to have
an opportunity to fight for the right to
walk off with the trophy.
The Winnipeg Victorias were champions three times, around the turn of
the 20th century. They brought the cup
home in 1896, 1901 and 1902. I think
Scott Taylor may have covered the last
one.
In 1907, the Kenora Thistles became

the smallest city to win the championship when they defeated the
Montreal Wanderers 4-2 and 8-6.
The Seattle Metropolitans were the
first American based team to win the
Cup, defeating Montreal three games
to one in 1917, the last year before the
NHL took over control of the chalice.
An influenza epidemic wiped the
1919 series out. Canadiens forward Joe
Hall died April 5 of that year and the
teams decided to end the series dead
locked at 2-2-1. This is the only time in
the Stanley Cup's history that it has not
been presented at the end of a season.

Familiar territory in MMJHL final
BY DAVIDE CAPONE

T

he Charleswood Hawks
find themselves in somewhat familiar territory.
They are currently appearing in
their third straight Manitoba
Major Junior Hockey League
final.
But this time something is different. The Hawks are not coming in as favorites to take the final
series like they have the two
years prior. Instead they enter as
the underdogs against a team
many people feel can't be beaten.
According to a poll conducted
on the St. Vital Victorias' web site,
62 per cent of voters think that
that the Victorias will take home
their first championship in 29
years. Nick North, a Charleswood

Hawks veteran, doesn't buy his
team's underdog ranking.
"We've been unlucky against
them (the Victorias)," said North.
"We don't feel like underdogs,
because in my perspective we're
the better team."
The Victorias have won four of
the five regular season matchups between the two clubs. Their
regular season record of 41-1-2-1
is the league's all-time best
record. However, there's a notion
in sports that the regular season
means nothing, and that the
playoffs are a whole different
game.
"There's a lot more at stake this
time," said Adam Rath, a threeyear Hawk, and the team's alltime leading scorer for defensemen. "We haven't really brought

our A game yet, and we're going
to have to do that if we want to
contend with them."
The Hawks have contended
with the Victorias all season. All
five games between the two
teams have been close, usually
being decided in the game's final
ten minutes. The Hawks only
win against the Victorias this season came in overtime. While the
Hawks boast the league's top five
scorers, which helped the Hawks
achieve a league leading 333
goals in the regular season, the
Victorias depend on a strategy
built on hard work, tight checking and the league's top goaltender Justin Carloni. The
Victorias, known for their solid
defensive play, only allowed 98
goals against, but it was the

offence-powered Hawks who led
the league in goals against allowing only 92. The Hawks know that
in order for the final series not to
mirror the games in the regular
season, hard work is a must.
"We have to outwork them,"
said Terry Nichol, the
Charleswood Hawks captain.
"Whoever works harder is going
to win the series."
Charleswood, who was 39-6 in
the regular season, is being built
as the last hurdle for a St.Vital
team that is determined to win
its first MMJHL championship in
the organization's 29 year history.
St. Vital players are calling this
championship rematch redemption for last year's finals in which
they consider the Hawks' win
"lucky."

Brain Hearn, a fourth year
Hawk, and the franchise's alltime leading scorer says luck
wasn't a factor.
"I think we proved last year
that it had nothing to do with
luck and we were just a better
team," said Hearn. "They need to
make excuses for losing; we're
not going to do that."
A win in the finals would mean
a third straight championship for
the Hawks, a streak almost
matching the dynasty of the midnineties, when the Hawks won
four straight championships
from 1993-97. Adam Rath doesn't think a third straight championship would make them worthy
to receive the title of dynasty
"No," said Rath. "We're just a
hockey team."
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BY MATT PACKWOOD
j
recent

article written by
Harvey Yavener of the New
jersey Times claims that all
of the problems facing the NHL
can be blamed on Canadians.
Apparently it is our "whining
Canadian-accented voices
defending the need for vigilantes
on ice to police the game" that is
causing on-ice attacks in our
beloved sport.
Mr. Yavener also claims that it
is our "civilization-deprived"
bloodlust for violence that is
ruining the sport that us 'neanderthal' Canadians have begun
to call our own.
I am going to put myself out on
a limb here, but I think that Mr.
Yavener is a simple-minded, oldfashioned American who does
not appreciate the sport of hockey for what it is.
It seems to me that his reason
for making this argument is
because he is either a bitter per-

son who looks for things to complain about, or he has only been
exposed to hockey due to the
massive media coverage surrounding the Todd Bertuzzi incident.
Chances are, it is a bit of both.
It doesn't take a rocket scientist
to figure out that Canadians have
dominated the game of hockey
since the inception of the
National Hockey League in 1917.
The 2003 season saw the lowest
percentage of Canadian players
at 52.1 per cent. Twenty years
ago the percentage of Canadian
players was 78.3 per cent.
Although that percentage has
decreased, the number of
Canadian skilled hockey players
has not diminished.
Lafleur, Dionne, Lemiuex and
Gretzky - all of these men were
textbook definitions of what
finesse hockey is all about. Of
the top 25 career scorers in NHL
history, only two are not of

Canadian descent. Is this a coincidence Mr. Yavener?
The man that led the league
with fighting majors this last season was Krzysztof Oliwa, a native
of Poland. This is a man that has
made a career out of duking it
out with the league's best fighters. In ten NHL seasons, he has
amassed a total of 45 points, and
1447 penalty minutes. As much
as Mr. Yairener might wish Oliwa
were Canadian, he is not.
What really gets me about Mr.
Yavener's argument is that this is
coming from an American. The
argument being made is coming
from someone whose respected
country's top rated sport is professional wrestling.
Sure there are a number of
hockey players from Canada that
have made their living by intimidating others, but those players
have been around since hockey
was played on ponds using sticks
made from nearby trees. It is a

MLB season starts with questions
BY CHAD SCARSBROOK

very year there are many
questions to be answered
when it comes to Major
League Baseball. This year is no
different. From the steroid scandal to the A-Rod affair, it's been
an interesting off-season to be a
baseball fan. The season has
finally begun and meaningful
games are now being played.
With that said, let's look at the
questions surrounding the
American League teams entering
the action.

E

EAST
Baltimore Orioles - Will their
pitching be good enough to contend in the AL East? After Sidney
Ponson, the Orioles do not have a
consistent starting pitcher. How
will newly acquired catcher Javy
Lopez feel when he doesn't reach
the post-season - for the first
time in his career?
Boston Red Sox - Will the turbulent off-season, the one in
which Sox brass tried to trade
Manny Ramirez and Nomar
Garciaparra, affect the team's
chemistry this year? Can Pedro
and company rebound from last
year's heart-breaking playoff
defeat against the Yankees?
New York Yankees - Did
Georgie Porgie Steinbrenner
spend enough on starting pitching? Should he have concentrated more on pitching and less on
acquiring A-Rod simply to stick it
to the Red Sox? Mike Mussina,

who has never won 20 games in
his career, was the opening day
pitcher for the Bronx Bombers
and lost 8-3 to the Devil Rays.
Tampa Devil Rays - Will Lou
Piniella's team of youngsters keep
their opponents honest? They
were 34-42 against divisional
opponents last year in the toughest division in the American
League.
Toronto Blue Jays - The Jays
went and got some starting
pitching in the off-season signing
Miguel Batista, Ted Lilly, and Pat
Hentgen to back up reigning Cy
Young winner Roy Halladay. The
question is: can the new acquisitions keep the Jays in the race?

CENTRAL
Chicago White Sox - Is Estaban
Loaiza a one-year wonder or will
he approach 20 wins again this
year? Will Mark Buehrle and Paul
Konerko bounce back from disappointing seasons?
Cleveland Indians - Is
Cleveland the new worst team in
the American League? Will they
regret not hanging on to Milton
Bradley? Is Omar Vizquel still
alive?
Detroit Tigers - Detroit signed
Ivan Rodriguez and opening day
starter Jason Johnson in the offseason. Can I-Rod play two
injury-free seasons in a row? Can
he help a team that hasn't had a
winning season since 1993?
Kansas City Royals - The heart
of the order in KC is impressive Carlos Beltran, Mike Sweeney,

just as much a
part of the
game as the ice
itself is.
I do agree
with Mr.
Yavener in the
respect that
changes need
to be made in
the NHL.
There have
been too many
on-ice attacks
that have
ended in serious injury, and even more that
have ended in a player laying in a
pool of blood. This is what needs
to change, and not because Mr.
Yavener says so, but because
these players are soiling the reputation that this great game has
established.
What I ask is not for Canadians
to be banned from hockey, the
way Mr. Yavener has suggested,

but for the players to show more
respect for their opponents.
They did not learn from Marty
McSorley's attack, but hopefully
they will learn from the actions
of Bertuzzi.
I know you hate our geese too,
and as much as I would like to
keep them all year round, that is
beyond our control. Sorry if they
interrupt your golf game. Jerk.

MERE DO UOU WONT TO 00?

and Juan Gonzalez. That is if they
can stay healthy. All three missed
significant time last year with
various injuries.
Minnesota Twins - The Twins
lost significant personnel in the
off-season including A.J.
Pierzynski, Eddie Guardado, Eric
Milton, and LaTroy Hawkins. Will
Johan Santana step up his game
and become the elite pitcher he's
expected to be?

WEST
Anaheim Angels - The Angels
went out and spent millions in
the off-season acquiring outfielders Vladimir Guerrero and
Jose Guillen as well as pitchers
Bartolo Colon and Kelvim
Escobar. On paper, Anaheim has
this division in the bag. Do they
have enough heart to achieve
that goal?
Oakland Athletics - This one's
easy. Can the As make the playoffs again based solely on their
pitching? Can rookie shortstop
Bobby Crosby play half as well as
the departed Miguel Tejada?
Seattle Mariners - Has time
passed by the M's? Is it time for a
new team to shine? Is this John
Olerud's last season in the bigs?
Texas Rangers - How will
Alfonso Soriano react to playing
for a losing team? Will he be
around long enough or will Texas
ship him somewhere for much
needed pitching help?
Check back next issue for all
the questions surrounding the
National League teams.

499 Portage Avenue
783-5353

NTRAVIEL
CUTS
See the world your way
www.travelcuts.com

KHARTERED ACCOUNTANT LTD

885.5280
TFe are heir 11!! ti
Atvil 50tb

Personal or Business Taxes
We get the job done!
1-1otre Dame Campus
Lion.- Friday 9a.m. - 3p.m.
Basic Student/ Staff Return - $25.00
Princess Campus
Wednesday 4: 9a.m. - 3p.m.
"t •

Tune in to The Press Box every Thursday on 92.9 CKIC
FM for all your sports news and analysis. E-mail your
questions and comments to:

thepressboxtalk@ho._ na
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Life of a comic not all roses
BY JUSTIN DEELEY

t's not often that a reputable news publication
will give you feedback from
the other side of the coin - the
performer side. As a member
of the Spleen Jockeys Comedy
Troupe, who recently performed at the CBC Winnipeg
Comedy Festival, I
am going to
share my

experience of the festival.
What that says about the
Projector, I'll leave up to you.
The CBC Winnipeg Comedy
Festival is quite a coup for a
local comic like myself. The
festival gave us the chance to
hobnob with the industry's
movers and shakers. It has
also given us the opportunity
in the past to share the stage
with some of Canada's best
comics, such as
'David
Steinberg
and
Brent

Butt. The festival was also a
departure from our ordinary
self-produced shows at the
Gas Station Theatre.
This year, however, the festival gave us an opportunity to
do a show by ourselves
at...wait for it...the Gas
Station Theatre! Yes Winnipeg,
our rocket to stardom is waiting for us to board and blastoff! Here we come!
As a performer at a major
festival, you do get some pretty good perks. For instance, all
performers at this year's festival were staying at the beautiful Sheraton Hotel on
Donald Street. Well,
most of them anyway. As a local performer, I don't need
a place to stay. I tried
to negotiate for one in
my contract but the
best they could do
for me was a bathroom stall at the

McLaren. No room for me.
Much like the Oscars, all
performers also receive a gift
pack. This year's included
such expensive gifts as a
Winnipeg pin, a t-shirt that
says 'I deliver the laughs' with
a picture of a banana on it, a
performer pass, and a map of
the Forks. Finally! Ever since
Johnston Terminal opened,
I've had the darndest time figuring my way around there.
When it comes to the actual
show day the real perks begin.
The backstage rider was
incredible. Water, jube-jubes,
and no name brand cheese
twists. Doesn't sound like
much, but it's pretty good to a
troupe who just five years ago,
coasted home from Toronto
on fumes after three weeks on
the road eating nothing but
instant mashed potatoes.
But the life of a comic isn't
all roses.
The lights dim and as the

curtain opens, the audience
glares at you with a collective
look that says, "Make me
laugh, funny boy!" The show
begins, and the laughter
starts. It grows and grows in
anticipation of that final
moment, and when that happens, the entire room erupts;
the audience with laughter
and the performers with
pride.
Comedy is the ultimate
connection between performer and audience. The
performers do what the audience wishes they could, and
by doing so fulfills their childlike desires, and warms them
from inside out.
From beginning to end,
that's exactly what happened
at every show in every venue
at this year's CBC Winnipeg
Comedy Festival. The laughter
bloomed.
Maybe the life of a comic is
roses after all.

Members of the Spleen Jockeys ham it up

Dangers in journalism
BY RYAN HLADUN

e straps on his gas mask
and bulletproof vest and
•huddles in a bunker as
bullets soar over his head. He is
not the soldier with a rifle and
years of military training - he is
the journalist with only a microphone, reporting back to millions watching around the
world.
Journalism is the craft of gathering and interpreting information for a medium, but for the
people behind the page and the
camera, it can be a matter of life
and death, explained veteran
CNN anchor Wolf Blitzer to a
crowd of 200 at the Centennial
Concert Hall on April 1.
"I got my first gas mask and
protective gear fin the Gulf War]
to prepare for the worst," said
Blitzer, a journalist for over 25
years, and host of the CNN
nightly news broadcast Wolf
Blitzer Reports. "It wasn't pretty.
And the first time those sirens
went off, I'll tell you it was scary."
Blitzer has reported from all
over the world, including the
Middle East conflict in Israel, the
Gulf War, the war in Iraq, and he
was at the Pentagon when it was
attacked on Sept.11.
When a war or conflict breaks
out, journalists are at the front
lines, even when it means leaving their families for long periods of time, to make sure the rest
of the world can get the news.
"It's definitely difficult," said

H

Blitzer. "But you just have to go
out and do it."
Being in constant danger
comes with the job description
of most journalists. Nerves and
apprehensions take a back seat
to getting the job done, said
Blitzer.
"You have to remain as cool
and calm as possible. I stayed in
front of the camera even when it
was dangerous to do so," he said.
"I go through a cycle. I don't
realize the danger I'm in until I
get back and I say 'what was I
thinking'?"
Unfortunately,
constantly
being around death and
destruction doesn't always
mean a return to a normal life, if
a life at all.
"Some of my colleagues risk
their lives hourly to get the
story. Some of my close friends
never return," he said. 'And
other colleagues have come
back from covering a war and
immediately receive psychological therapy."
The war on terrorism has
produced a staggering amount
of high-profile journalist
deaths, with the most notably
being the kidnapping and murder of Wall Street Journal
reporter Daniel Pearl last year.
Still, Blitzer wouldn't trade his
profession for anything in the
world.
"I've been blessed to have a
front row seat for history," he
said.

CNN
anchor
Wolf
Blitzer
pays
Winnipeg
a visit
PHOTO I TREVOR KUNA
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Victory for file-sharers
court ruling legalizes
downloaded music

Here's another great
deal for Students at
ELLNESS INSTITUTE

ONLY
$90 for
the whole
summer

May 1
to
Aug 31

Includes access
to our
deluxe facility
PLUS
Aerobics and
Spinning
classes at ntramurals!
632-3900
1075 Leila
AT SEVEN OAKS GENERAL HOSPITAL,

www wellnessinstitute.ca
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BY RYAN HLADUN

anada will not be following our southern neighbours when it comes to
music piracy.
A federal judge compared
downloading music to using a
copy machine, when he ruled
that the Canadian Recording
Industry Association would not
be allowed to sue individuals
who download music off of the
intemet.
"I cannot see a real difference
between a library that places a
photocopy machine in a room
full of copyrighted material and
a computer user that places a
personal copy on a shared directory linked to a P2P service,"
said Justice Konrad von
Finckenstein of the ruling.
Under the new ruling, internet service providers do not
have to release any information
about their customers.
Downloading a song or making
files available in shared folders,
as made possible by the popular
"peer-to-peer" Kazaa program, is
not copyright infringement
under Canadian law, according
to the ruling.
"No evidence was presented
that the alleged infringers either
distributed or authorized the
reproduction of sound recordings," von Finckenstein wrote.
"They merely placed personal
copies into their shared directories which were accessible by
other computer users via a P2P
service."
This comes as a significant
blow to the CRIA's battle against
music piracy. The group wanted
Internet service providers to
hand over the names and

addresses of 29 individuals
whom they claim transferred
large amounts of music files
(MP3's).
In the United States, the
Recording Industry Association
of America has gone after
almost 2,000 file sharers with
lawsuits since last year. The
RIAA has settled over 400 cases
ranging from less than a hundred dollars to a few thousand
dollars each.
Both organizations have said
that music piracy has been a
large reason why recording sales
have been declining over the
past five years.
"Sales of pirated sound
recordings contribute nothing
to Canada's cultural industries,"
claims the CRIA website.
"Consumers will ultimately be
the victims of piracy as the lost
sales translate to less investment, fewer new artists and
reduced choice of music."
Opinions on whether or not
downloading music is wrong are
mixed.
"We are a relatively unknown
band outside of Canada, so we
are actually quite pleased when
we hear that someone from
another country has downloaded our music," said Buck
Garinger of the Winnipeg punk
band the Harlots. "It exposes us
to a new audience that was previously inaccessible. It expands
our fanbase and we are always
looking for more exposure."
"If you go to Costco or a corner store and steal a Pepsi it's
still considered stealing," said
Chad Kroeger of Nickelback during the 2004 Juno Awards, who
has been vocal against piracy.

$5.00 per hour for pool
• Mondays - FREE pool with a drink purchase
• Friday - 7:30 pm - 8-Ball Tournament
• Saturday - 4:30 pm - 8-Ball Tournament
$10.00 entry fee

BUDDIES
alluARDS

Hours Mon. - Fri. 3 pm — 2 am
Sat. 6 Sun 11 am — 2 am
56 Keewatin St. • Ph: 694-4460
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New hero raises hell
comic film sets standards
BY RYAN HLADUN

Guillermo del Toro
(Blade II) crafts the film

new
comic
book hero has
it the silver
screen in a big way.
Born into Nazism,
raised by a catholic
American, used by the
FBI to fight paranormal baddies,
Hellboy smokes
cigars, makes
wise cracks,
loves kittens,
and kicks
some serious ass.

'Purchase your Dinner & a Movie ticket at the lineup located on 98 Albert
before the show for only $10.99

from his own screenplay with stylistic
excellence and visual
brilliance. And Ron
Perlman is transformed
into the red
devilish
monster
with
some
of the
best
makeup
effects ever
created.
The story of
Hellboy, based on
the comics by
Mike Mignola,
takes us back to
the
Second
World
War,
where a group
of Nazis attempt
to open a portal to
release something resembling hell on
earth. They
are ultimately
foiled, but one
creature, a
young
Hellboy, man-

aged to escape into this
dimension. Fast-forward to present day
where the Nazis have
returned and it's up to
Hellboy, who works for
a government agency
bent on capturing
monsters, to stop them
and save mankind.
Hellboy
succeeds
where other comic
book adaptations like
Spiderman and X2 did,
and where others like
Daredevil and Hulk
failed — in creating
characters worth caring about. Hellboy
loves and cries, but he
also drinks beer and
smokes cigars.
The
situations,
although on the surface are outrageous,
contain realistic
human overtones. One
scene, which got a roar
from the crowd, saw
Hellboy following Liz (a
fellow 'freak' who he
has a crush on, played
by Selma Blair) while
she takes a walk with
rookie FBI agent John
Myers (Rupert Evans)
assigned to protect

Chilling doc exposes
corporate takeover
BY LOREN MARCH

Includes your choice of one of the lineup's array of World foods made famous

• Shanghai Portside Noodles
• Chicago Deep Dish 6" Pizza
• Meditterfalleall 'Stuffed Pitas
• Louisiana Style Chicken Fingers
• Newspaper Wrapped
Beer Battered Fish and a regular
beverage of your choice

And a Movie Pass
to the Towne Cinema 8
in the Exchange District
or Globe Cinema in
Portage Place.
*Redeemable at the LineUp. Price is subject to CST and PST.
**In case movie is sold out, your voucher is valid for all regular movie admissions/until May 1st, 2004.

Hellboy. As Myers gets
too close, Hellboy, from
a rooftop, throws a
stone that hits Myers
between the eyes.
At the same time, too
much emphasis on
drama was a drawback
that caused the film to
drag a little at some
points. But the humorously edgy dialogue
sped the pace back up
until the next thrilling
action-scene.
The film's makeup is
a real achievement.
One character, named
Abe Sapien, is the best
designed half-man
half-fish in film I've
ever seen. Other special effects add to the
film rather than take
away from it, including
the squid-like monsters out to breed and
destroy.
In this new age of
comic book films, it is
hard to find one that is
different than what's
already out there, but
del Toro's Hellboy is
definitely one to put up
top the list to warrant a
sequel.

he
Corporation,
a
Canadian documentary,
which is at times scarier
than some horror movies, offers
society exactly what it needs in
this age of globalization and
business — enlightenment — in the
form of a detailed explanation of
a corporation and its functions.
Don't worry. It's not nearly as
boring as it sounds.
This film by Mark Achbar,
Jennifer Abbott and Joel Bakan, is
one of the most unforgiving documentaries I have ever seen.
With interviews with actual
CEOs, marketing experts, economists and activists of all kinds
(Michael Moore and Noam
Chomsky don't disappoint in the
rant department), this movie
offers a raw and sometimes disturbing account of what goes on
behind the closed doors of a corporation.
Because a corporation is an
entity that is legally considered to
have the rights of a human being,
the documentary conducts psychoanalysis of it — only to discover that it is a psychopath! The evi-

T

dence that piles up will make
even the most aware activist's
jaw drop. From images of sick
factory farm animals injected
with hormones, to the shocking
list of corporations that have
committed crimes, this film will
keep you watching (sometimes
through your fingers) until the
very end.
This documentary could easily
be a glorified high school educational video, but neat effects,
wild footage and disturbing
interviews turn it into something
that is genuinely entertaining.
The long length could be considered a problem, but once you get
sucked in, you hardly notice.
If you are interested to know
that the human race is inevitably
going to destroy the world within
the next 50 years, you will love
this movie.
If not, well, you might have
some kind of epiphany. But it is
more likely that you will just
resent the film for pointing out
all the bad products you consume and how terrible your
lifestyle is for the earth, and will
quickly go back into denial.
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Eternal sunshine plot a little spotty
Human Nature), the movie surrounds every person's dream othing is ever as it seems what if you could erase all memin a Charlie Kaufman- ory of an individual from your
written film, where reality mind?
bends and intertwines with
Jim Carey and Kate Winslet
imagination and plot moves in connect as unlikely couple Joel
every other way but from start to
Barish and Clementine
finish.
When it works, the results are Kruczynski. Joel is a gloomy,
awe-inspiring. See: Being John dejected anti-social mess. And
Clementine is loud, colourful,
Malkovich and Adaptation.
But, like in his latest foray into and intrusive. Makes for the perthe human psyche, Eternal fect match at first glance, but
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, it soon reality sets in and Joel
can also leave much to be learns Clementine has impulsively had a procedure done to
desired.
remove
him from her memory.
Directed by Michel Gondry
Joel
quickly
tracks down the
(who collaborated with Kaufman
founder
of
the
practice Dr.
once before on the failed film,
Howard Mierzwiak (Tom
BY RYAN HLADUN

N

Wilkinson), and tells him to perform the operation on himself.
The bulk of the film resides in
Joel's apartment where technicians Patrick and Stan (Elijah
Wood and Mark Ruffalo) work
the procedure, and in his mind
as his memories begin to disappear and he realizes what a mistake he's made.
Unlike Being John Malkovich
and Adaptation where telling
thought from reality was nearly
impossible until the ending tied
it all together because the story
was so involving,
Eternal Sunshine relies on
dizzying visuals to make up for
the story's underlying simplicity.
It seemed like Kaufman and

Gondry were trying harder to
give the audience an acid triplike experience than craft what
could have been a truly interesting story.
They took a concept so unique
and made it old so fast.
Helping nothing were distractions from underdeveloped subplots like Elijah Wood's Stan
stealing Joel's identity (and
freshly erased Clementine) and
Dr. Mierzwiak's assistant Mary
(Kirsten Dunst) falling for the
not-so-good doctor, and less
than stellar performances by a
supporting cast whose members
are usually known for good to
great work (Wood and Dunst
specifically seemed to take away

from the leads with overacting).
Of course, a movie meant to be
so good, can't be all bad.
Although unpredictability so
common to Kaufman scripts was
lacking here, him and Gondry's
attempt to uniquely convey a
universally known message loves sucks until you lose it - is
admirable at best, as it does tickle the emotions.
Too bad in the end, get past the
zigzag editing, darkly humorous
dialogue, and a story that could
have been great, and you're left
with a spotless mind of your
own.

Script for Jolie's latest flick 'horrible'
t one point in the serial
killer film, Taking Lives, a
haracter relates that he'd
rather be back in Winnipeg. It's
funny, because at several points
while watching this aggravating
thriller I was thinking I would
rather be back home too.
Taking Lives is the second
directorial feature film by D.J.
Caruso (his previous effort The
Salton Sea starred Val Kilmer).
Salton Sea proved itself to be a
moody neo-noir crime drama
while Taking Lives vies for the
same vibe as Seven (the film starring Brad Pitt), but falls far short
of that superior film
It stars the ever-hot Angelina
Jolie as Iliana, a fed on the trail of
a serial killer throughout eastern
Canada who has been "taking the
lives" of his victims for 20 years.

Aided by Montreal cops, Leclair
(Tcheky Karyo) and Paquette,
played by Olivier Martinez, they
come across a witness, James
Costa, well performed by Ethan
Hawke, who has witnessed the
killer in action and can identify
him. Kiefer Sutherland (of TV's
24 fame) also appears in a bizarre
role in the film.
Taking Lives borrows heavily
from the previously mentioned
Seven, from its distinctive opening credits to its dark and menacing look. But it never manages to
rise above a few cheap gasps
from sudden loud noises breaking the calm. It tries to be too
smart for its own good by throwing u-turn plot twists and red
herrings throughout, in order to
get the viewers off the trail. But
the twists are needless and often
just don't make any sense.

It's almost a shame, really,
because it's a great looking film
that starts off with promise.
The look, although borrowed,
is still effective and the cast is
uniformly good. And any movie
that employs super-cool Kiefer
Sutherland is worth a look. But
the screenplay is where it falls
short and not even a talented
cast could save this film from a
horrible script.
Take my advice and don't
waste your time, it's not even
worth a rental.
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We're the new Projector staff.
Nice to meet you.
• You've met us, and now we
want to meet you.

writing

art
letters to the editor

rants,
Thursday, April 15, 2004
Cave Lounge, Notre Dame Campus
2 pm - Free Pool
3 pm - Bar Open
4 pm - Paper/Rock/Scissor Tournament
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$5 Advance Student Ticket
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Available at the OX STORE and MERCANTILE STORE

we want.
contact us.
Shannon at projectoreditor@hotmail.com
Alana at projectornews@hotmail.com
Ryan at projectorent@hotmail.com
Trevor or Lindsay at projectorphoto@hotmail.com

